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Species delineation using integrative taxonomy has become popular since about a decade ago. Integrative taxonomy entails the use of multiple tools including DNA barcoding and morphological examination of specimens. Integrative taxonomy has reduced major problems in taxonomy such as the presence of cryptic species and the overabundance of synonymous names. In this study, the application of integrative taxonomy in Malaysian firefly taxonomy was presented. To do so, the diversity of fireflies in mangrove estuaries was explored by combining data of geographic distribution, morphology, DNA sequencing and phylogeny of fireflies. The geographic location was restricted to 11 mangrove sites in Malaysia, from which 756 specimens were studied. Morphological data was found to be compatible with molecular data and all species were monophyletic, i.e. both indicated 12 species including non-bent-winged firefly species. However, inclusion of females and larvae in DNA barcoding analysis increased the species count to 14 species. Using combined molecular datasets of three genes (mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) cytochrome oxidase I (COI), mtDNA fragment containing the 3’ end of COI gene, the adjacent complete of tRNAleu gene and the 5’ end of the COII gene (COI-COII) and nuclear protein coding gene CAD)), the Bayesian analysis revealed that Pteroptyx was a monophyletic clade but it was clustered into two groups: A. (Pteroptyx asymmetria + P. tener + P. bearni); B (Pteroptyx gelasina, Pteroptyx malaccae and Pteroptyx valida). The intraspecific variations in two bent-winged firefly species, Pteroptyx bearni Olivier and Pteroptyx tener Olivier arising from geographical isolation were confirmed. The analysis also supported the position of P. gelasina in the same clade with P. malaccae but with strong posterior probability to be distinguished as a distinct species. Consequently, a list of species and DNA barcode
reference library of Malaysian fireflies were created for the first time. This study therefore supports the perspective that integrative taxonomy will speed up species discovery while maintaining species inventories. The application of such information for firefly and mangrove conservation is highly recommended.
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sebagai spesies berbeza oleh kebarangkalian posterior yang tinggi. Di akhir kajian ini, satu senarai spesies dan rujukan perpustakaan kod bar DNA kelip-kelip Malaysia telah diwujudkan buat kali pertama. Objektif utama kajian ini menyokong perspektif yang taksonomi integratif akan mempercepatkan penemuan spesies yang sama mengekalkan spesies inventori. Penggunaan maklumat tersebut untuk kelip-kelip dan pemuliharaan bakau amat disyorkan.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of study

Taxonomy is facing a crisis, either known as ‘taxonomic impediment’ (inability to identify species reliably) (Wheeler, 2004) or ‘taxonomic deficit’ (imbalance proportion of expected taxa against named taxa) (Arribas et al., 2012). Historically, morphology has been used as the only approach to delimit species, however, the ‘old-fashioned’ typological approach with which taxonomists still describe the species is believed to be ‘the most over-looked aspects of the taxonomy crisis’ thus creating frustration among non-taxonomist biologists (Dayrat, 2005). The crisis has promoted the emergence of an integrative taxonomy which brings new theories and methods to describing the diversity of life (Dayrat, 2005; DeSalle et al., 2005; Padial et al., 2010).

The integrative taxonomy stands for an approach to use many different sources of data such as morphology, molecular, ecology and behaviour to delimit species (Padial et al., 2010; Yeates et al. 2011; Bergsten et al., 2012) in a stable and transparent manner (Fujita et al., 2012; Riedel et al., 2013). The term has been resounded in recent series of publications, mainly on successful discovery of putative new species using traditional morphology and DNA sequence data (Glaw et al., 2010; Heethoff et al., 2011; Reséndiz-Flores et al., 2014). Integrative taxonomy also paves the way for phylogenetic inference using molecular data (e.g. Wahlberg et al., 2014; Heethoff et al., 2011) or in some cases, using a combined dataset of several molecular markers and a morphological data matrix (Wahlberg et al., 2005). Although some studies are sceptical about the use of integrated data in taxonomy particularly DNA barcodes, they support the idea that taxonomy should be integrative (Will et al., 2005; Valdecasas et al., 2008; Wheeler, 2008). In this sense, it is apparent that taxonomy should be a ‘pluralistic quality’ to enhance species discovery and description (Padial et al., 2010).

DNA barcoding is a technique for sequencing a short standardized segment (~650 base pairs) of the 5’end of the mitochondrial cytochrome c oxidase I for biological species identification (Hebert et al., 2003). The COI gene region is proving highly effective in identifying many animal groups and it is also proven to identify variations among species (Hebert et al., 2004). DNA barcoding is not a replacement for traditional taxonomy in the delineation of species, instead it is a quick and informative tool that will greatly facilitate species identification (Ferri et al., 2009). Some have
suggested that DNA barcoding will facilitate and complement taxonomic study (Hebert et al., 2003; Ferri et al., 2009; Valentini et al., 2009).

However, in order to overcome the taxonomic impediment in the study of fireflies, the suitability and efficacy of morphological approach and DNA barcoding concept needs to be addressed. In doing so, the following questions were asked in this study: How well morphology and DNA barcodes reveal true firefly species diversity? How quickly and accurately the species identified by DNA barcodes? Can integration of both techniques be a useful tool for detection of new species?

The use of DNA barcodes in the study of beetles are widely recognized (e.g. Arribas et al., 2012; Bergsten et al., 2012), but it was rarely reported from a group of mostly luminous beetles, Lampyridae. Lampyridae is known as fireflies, lightning bugs or glow-worms. The scientific studies of fireflies were started since two centuries ago (Buck, 1948), mostly on taxonomy. The firefly taxonomy that is based on the morphological characters could be traced back as early as 1800 (see Olivier, 1907). Today over 2000 species are recorded worldwide, of which less than ten percent were from Malaysia (McDermott, 1966). The present study uses an integrative approach to explore species boundaries of Malaysian fireflies, particularly the bent winged fireflies of the genus *Pteroptyx* Olivier by using morphology, DNA sequencing and geographic distribution data. Following successful species identification using integrative data, a species checklist and DNA barcode library of Malaysian firefly species are presented.

### 1.2 Problem statement

There is no doubt that the taxonomy of the bent-winged fireflies have been well revised since it was first introduced. However, identification and revision of the firefly species have been traditionally performed using morphological characters. Female firefly specimens have been neglected in taxonomic inventories because morphological descriptions relied only on firefly male specimens. In light of successful integrative taxonomy in many invertebrates, this study shows a necessity to integrate molecular data with morphological characters in current study. Since many of the *Pteroptyx* species inhabit mangrove forests, which are in many places threatened by development, the need to properly inventorise and to rapidly establish their distribution is urgent.

### 1.3 Objectives

The main objectives of this study are as follows:

1. To develop a checklist of Malaysian fireflies;
2. To delineate firefly species using DNA barcode Cytochrome c Oxidase subunit I (COI) sequence;
3. To refine species identification based on genital examination as well as to establish distribution of the bent-winged fireflies in Malaysia and other flashing firefly species occurring in the same vicinity;
4. To infer the phylogenetic relationship among the bent-winged firefly species;

The main objectives above are addressed and covered in the specific objectives as laid out in Chapters 3-6.

1.4 Outline of thesis

This thesis is divided into seven chapters. Following this introductory chapter is Chapter 2 which presents some background for the research presented in this thesis. The literature addresses three important topics of fireflies: taxonomy, phylogeny and geographic distribution with a review of relevant studies on the bent-winged fireflies. In Chapter 3, a thorough review of Lampyridae catalogue to develop a first checklist of Malaysian fireflies are presented. In Chapter 4, the effectiveness of DNA barcodes to delineate and correct assignment of sexes to species are studied. This study determines the potential of barcoding method to identify female fireflies. In Chapter 5, morphology of fireflies are re-described using genital and bursa plate structures to refine species identification. Additionally, species’ geographic distribution are established. In Chapter 6, molecular phylogenetic of the genus *Pteroptyx* inferred from molecular data is carried out to investigate the evolutionary relationships among species and to study possible morphological variation in the studied species. Finally, summary of this study and recommendations for future research are presented in Chapter 7.
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